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DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES – PLANNING DIVISION

REPORT: Text Amendment for Assembly Use Lot Size 

for consideration July 12, 2022 

STAFF REPORT 

TO: Planning & Zoning Commission 
PREPARED BY: Paul Ashworth, Senior Planner 

paul.ashworth@hartford.gov 

PROJECT: Assembly Use Lot Size Text Amendment 
P&Z-COMM-2022-0262 

ZONE: Citywide 

TYPE: Zoning Text Amendment per Section 1.3.5 to reduce the required lot 
size in Section 3.3.2.A(c) for assembly uses in the MS, MX, CX and ID 
districts from minimum three (3) acres to minimum one-half (1/2) 
acres. 

APPLICANT: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
c/o James D’Alton Murphy, Esq 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The applicant is requesting a text amendment (see Attachment 1) to reduce the required lot size for 
assembly uses in the MS, MX, CS and ID districts in order to expand the number of parcels within 
the City of Hartford that could accommodate an assembly use.  The applicant has argued that the 
current 3-acre minimum lot size requirement places “…unreasonable limits and substantial burden” 
on the organization’s free exercise of religion and may therefore be ripe to litigation under the 
federal Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA) and Connecticut’s 
Act Concerning Religious Freedom (ACRF).  The applicant originally requested to remove the lot 
size requirement entirely for churches, and leave the lot size requirement the same for other 
assembly uses.  The current request, to reduce the lot size requirement for all assembly uses to one 
half (1/2) acres is the result of cooperation between the applicant and City staff. 

KEY APPLICATION TIMELINES 

• Application Submission Date: May 9, 2022

• Date Application Accepted as Complete: May 9, 2022

• Application Date of Receipt: May 24, 2022 (sooner of either: date of next regularly
scheduled meeting, or 35 days after acceptance of complete application)

• Public Hearing is scheduled to open on Tuesday, July 12, 2022; Open Hearing Deadline: July
28, 2022.
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• Close Hearing Deadline (if opens July 12, 2022): (35 days after opening) Tuesday, August 16,
2022 

• CT General Statutes Sec.8-7D allow that the applicant may consent to one or more
extensions of time, provided the total extension of all time periods shall not be for longer
than 65 days.

LEGAL STANDARD 
Standard for Application Type:  

The Commission reviews requests for zoning amendments in accordance with Zoning 
Regulations section 1.3.5. The Commission must consider the plan of conservation and 
development and state on the record its findings on the consistency of the proposed 
amendment with such plan.   

STANDARD SPECIFIC TO THE USE  
Section 1.3.5.G.(2): In making its decision on a proposed amendment, the commission must 

consider the plan of conservation and development and state on the record its findings on 
the consistency of the proposed amendment with such plan. 

Section 3.3.2.A. Assembly. A facility that has organized services, meetings, or programs to benefit, 
educate, or promote discourse amongst the residents of the community in a public or private 
setting, with incidental entertainment. Includes such uses as houses of worship, community 
centers, and recreation centers. 
(1) Neighborhood Assembly. An assembly use that occupies a building with less than 

10,000 square feet of gross floor area. 
(2) General Assembly. An assembly use that occupies a building with 10,000 square feet or 

more gross floor area. 

(3) When noted as subject to conditions ("◐") or requires a special permit ("◯") in Figure 
3.2 -A Table of Principal Uses, the following regulations apply: 
(a) Minimum Lot Frontage. A minimum lot frontage of 100 feet is required for all 

Neighborhood Assembly Uses. A minimum lot frontage of 150 feet is required for 
all General Assembly Uses. 

(b) Street Type. When located in an N or NX district, General Assembly uses shall 
front a Boulevard or Avenue street type. Refer to 9.0 Street Types. 

(c) Minimum Lot Area. The following minimum lot areas for all assembly uses, 
exclusive of any other uses on the same lot, are required: 5 acres in the N-1 district, 4 
acres in all other NX and N districts, and 3 acres in every other district, except in the 
DT districts, where there is no minimum acreage required. 

(d) N-1 District. In the N-1 district, only existing houses of worship are permitted, and 
any addition to or expansion of such houses of worship or their accessory parking 
facilities shall not be permitted. 

Plan of Conservation & Development (POCD) 
Green400  

- Resiliency – Hartford has begun to plan for resiliency, that is, the ability to recover quickly 
when problems arise. Ensuring that Hartford families and businesses are resilient during and 
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after power outages, food shortages, drought, infestation, and other threatening conditions 
can ensure the city thrives. 

Grow400 
- Development 

o Grow the grand list.  Increasing the tax base by promoting development, particularly
in the opportunity, enterprise, and North Hartford Promise zones, will stabilize city
finances and expand services.

o Convert Closed schools to community use. Transforming closed school sites to
senior housing, recreation facilities, and/or neighborhood-based day cares will allow
intergenerational aging in place.

Live400 – 
- Health – Hartford has nationally-known hospitals, community health clinics and 

professional training programs.  Development of new and consolidated wellness programs in 
underserved areas and publicizing available service can connect people to the healthy future 
they deserve. 

o Engage anchor institutions in wellness efforts.
o Build a North End wellness center.
o Increase education about sexual health.

FINDING OF FACTS 
City of Hartford Parcel Data* 

- Total Parcels – 17,327 (excludes tax parcels)
- Total Parcels in Zoning Districts MS, MX, CX & ID – 1,621 

o Greater than 3 acres – 167
o Greater than .5 acres – 699

*Information based on City of Hartford Assessor data using parcels with associated lot
size data.  Data downloaded from the City of Hartford website March 29, 2022 (updated nightly). 

Figure 1. Total parcels by district – City of Hartford Property Assessor 2022 
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Percentage of Citywide Assessed Property Value Exempt from Taxation** 
- Hartford - 50.7% 
- CT Average - 14.2% 
- Hartford is surpassed only by Mansfield and New Haven for percentage of assessed value in 

tax exempt status in CT. 
** Data from the Connecticut Office of Policy and Management’s April 2021 report “Municipal 
Fiscal Indicators 2015-2019”.  See Attachment 2 for an excerpt of that report. 

COMMENTS RECEIVED (DEPARTMENTS, AGENCIES, NRZS, PUBLIC)  
The neighboring towns of Bloomfield, East Hartford, Newington, West Hartford, Wethersfield and 
Windsor were notified of the proposed text amendment on June 10, 2022.  The Central Region 
Council of Governments (CRCOG) was notified of the proposed text amendment on June 13, 2022. 
The CRCOG responded on July 8, 2022 that they have no objection to the proposed text 
amendment.  

ANALYSIS 
The proposed text amendment to reduce the minimum lot size for assembly uses in the MS, MX, 
CX, and ID districts would increase the number of potentially viable parcels for new assembly uses.  
The current three (3) acre requirement in these districts restricts new assembly uses to a limited 
number of locations.  An assembly use is defined by the Hartford Zoning Regulations (the 
Regulations) as “A facility that has organized services, meetings, or programs to benefit, educate, or 
promote discourse amongst the residents of the community in a public or private setting, with 
incidental entertainment. Includes such uses as houses of worship, community centers, and 
recreation centers (Sec.3.3.2.A).”  The assembly use definition includes common local institutions 
that contribute to community cohesion and resilience.  Purveyors of these uses are also commonly 
tax-exempt organizations such as non-profits or religious organizations.  Because of the tax status of 
these organizations, the City has an interest in regulation so that the positive benefits are realized, 
while also maintaining an adequate tax base to enable the City to provide other essential services, 
infrastructure, and schools. 

It is widely acknowledged by the emergency preparedness community that a healthy, resilient 
community recovers faster from disasters or emergencies.  One part of a resilient, healthy 
community is a high level of social connectedness and community organization.  Assembly uses 
such as community centers and recreation centers are common and effective means of encouraging 
connectedness within a community and provide programs to “benefit, educate and promote 
discourse (Sec.3.3.2.A)” amongst community members.  The POCD explicitly recognizes Resiliency 
as an overarching goal of the Green400 element.  The proposed text amendment is consistent in 
that it would allow for new assembly uses to open on more properties thereby potentially increasing 
community resilience.  The POCD further identifies specific assembly use goals in neighborhoods 
and locations in the city in the Grow400 and the Live400 elements.  The POCD clearly intends to 
allow some expansion of assembly uses in the city.  

According to a State of Connecticut Office of Policy and Management report released in 2021, 
approximately half (50.7%) of the assessed property value in the City of Hartford holds a tax-exempt 
status.  According to the same report, Hartford is only surpassed in this metric by two other 
municipalities, Mansfield and New Haven.  The average percentage of tax-exempt property value for 
a town in Connecticut is only 14.2%.  The disproportionate amount of tax-exempt property in the 
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City of Hartford reduces revenue and makes it more difficult for the City to continue providing 
services such as infrastructure maintenance and schools to residents.  Assembly uses, by their nature, 
are more commonly held by tax exempt entities such as non-profits and religious organizations.  The 
use of an appropriate lot acreage minimum could help reduce the rate at which new assembly uses 
relocate to Hartford.  The preservation of taxable land is consistent with the POCD (see Grow400 
element - “Grow the Grand List”) in that it allows the City to raise funds to provide services that 
contribute to the health and welfare of Hartford Residents.  

With regard to their application to relocate the place of worship, the applicant has provided an 
argument that the lot size requirement is in violation of the federal Religious Land Use and 
Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (RLUIPA) and Connecticut’s Act Concerning Religious 
Freedom (ACRF).  More specifically, the applicant has contended that the lot size requirement 
places a substantial burden on any religious organization attempting to practice their religion in the 
Hartford because the regulation is overly restrictive and makes the majority of properties 
unavailable to these uses (see Attachment 3). It should be noted that the Hartford Zoning 
Regulations do not single out places of worship but rather group a variety of assembly uses. Of the 
~18,000 parcels in the city, only ~167 parcels meet the requirements of Sec.3.3.2.A.  No additional 
analysis has been done regarding the availability of these parcels for the establishment of a new use. 
The proposed reduction of the lot size requirement via this text amendment would roughly 
quadruple the number of viable parcels however, consideration should also be made for how the 
reduced lot size may impact the use of different Building Types. Assembly uses (distinct from 
Entertainment Assembly) are permitted in all zones by special permit. Likewise, they are permitted 
in a variety of Building Types other than civic buildings. With the proposed change, the likelihood 
that an Assembly use would be found in a Building Type typically associated with a smaller lot 
increases. Of note, House A and Row Buildings in the MX-1 and MX-2 Districts, House B 
Buildings in the MX-1 District, Cottage Commercial Buildings in MS Districts on minimum 1/2  
acre parcels would be impacted. As of this writing no data is available to assess how many of these 
Building Types would qualify for such use. While this warrants consideration, this change also 
embodies and encourages more mixed use development, which is consistent with the intent of the 
zoning regulations. For these reasons, staff find that the proposed one half (1/2) acre minimum will 
substantially ease restrictions on all assembly uses while still contributing to the preservation of 
taxable land consistent with the POCD. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION  
Staff recommend approval of this application. 

A draft resolution follows.  

ATTACHMENTS

1. Proposed Text Amendment
2. Municipal Fiscal Indicators 2015-2019 - Excerpt
3. Applicant’s Position Letter dated April 1, 2022

REVIEWED AND EDITED BY,

_______________________ 
Aimee Chambers, Director 
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CITY OF HARTFORD 

PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION RESOLUTION  

TEXT AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3.3.2.A REDUCING THE MINIMUM LOT SIZE 

REQUIREMENT FOR ASSEMBLY USES IN THE MS, MX, CX AND ID DISTRICTS 

Whereas, The City of Hartford Planning & Zoning Commission reviewed the application and 

attached documents regarding the request for a Zoning Text Amendment per Section 

1.3.5 to reduce the required lot size in Section 3.3.2.A(c) for assembly uses in the MS, 

MX, CX and ID districts from minimum three (3) acres to minimum one-half (1/2) acres; 

and 

Whereas, Section 1.3.5 requires that the Commission consider the plan of conservation and 

development (the POCD) and state on the record its findings on the consistency of 

the proposed amendment with such plan; and 

 Whereas, The POCD in the Green400 element identifies increasing Resiliency, or the ability of 

Hartford families and businesses to recover quickly when problems arise, as an 

overarching goal of the city; and 

Whereas, It is commonly accepted that more socially connected, cohesive neighborhoods and 

communities are generally more resilient; and  

Whereas, Assembly uses, which include but are not limited to community centers, recreation 

centers and places of worship, are associated with an increased level of social 

connectedness and cohesivity; and  

Whereas, Section 3.3.2.A(c) of the Zoning Regulations (the Regulations) currently requires that all 

new assembly uses locate on parcels not less than three (3) acres in size; and 

Whereas, The lot size requirement of Section 3.3.2.A(c) eliminates most viable parcels and when 

the rest of the Zoning Regulations are considered, represents an overly burdensome 

requirement; and 

Whereas, The Live400 and Grow400 elements of the POCD includes goals such as “Build a North 

End wellness center” and “Convert closed schools to community use” that express an 

intention to encourage the expansion of some assembly uses in the city; and 
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Whereas, The Grow400 element of the POCD includes a goal to “Grow the grand list”, or to 

increase the tax base thereby stabilizing the city’s finances and expanding services that 

provide for the health and welfare of its residents; and 

Whereas, Proprietors of assembly uses, by their nature, are more commonly held by tax exempt 

entities; and 

Whereas, The proposed text amendment is consistent with the POCD in that it will make it easier 

for new assembly uses to locate within the city while still providing a reasonable 

regulation that could help keep land in a taxable status, thereby stabilizing City finances; 

and 

Now therefore Be It 

Resolved, The City of Hartford Planning & Zoning Commission hereby finds/ does not find that the 

proposed Zoning Text Amendment is consistent with the Plan of Conservation & 

Development: and  

Resolved, The City of Hartford Planning & Zoning Commission hereby denies/approves the request 

for a Zoning Text Amendment per Section 1.3.5 to reduce the required lot size in Section 

3.3.2.A(c) for assembly uses in the MS, MX, CX and ID districts from minimum three 

(3) acres to minimum one-half (1/2) acres:  

Be It Further, 

Resolved, This 12th day of July, 2022. 
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Attachment 1 – Proposed Text Amendment 
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Attachment 2 – Municipal Fiscal Indicators 2015-2019 - Excerpt 
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Attachment 3 – Applicant’s Position Letter dated April 1, 2022 
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